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A brief report on ENTEP activities
Information about the EU Policies
Presentation by Thomas Pritzkow at the EDITE Conference.
- The group agreed to include Thomas Pritzkow on the ENTEP mailing list and also
expressed gratitude for his support and anticipated assistance in future activities;
- In the same context, members agreed to nominate Liesbeth Hens to represent ENTEP at the
EU Work Group.
Latest developments in policies relating to teacher education systems
All participants at the meeting presented a short report relating to the latest developments in
TE policies in their respective countries.
EDITE Conference debriefing
- ENTEP members have been invited to disseminate information about EDITE among
ENTEP university representatives to promote the EDITE PhD program among interested
students.
Preparing teachers to enhance learning in multilingual and multicultural school contexts
- The group very much appreciated Ursula Uzerli's decision to deal with this topic from the
practical perspective; she will be kindly asked to resend the questionnaire to all members in
anticipation of new contributions as soon as possible;
- On Mojca Peček's proposal the next ENTEP event will take place in Ljubljana as a European
Seminar on preparing teachers to enhance learning in multilingual and multicultural school
context. The proposed date for this event is February 2015;
- There was a proposal to extend the invitation to join this event to the regional Balkans
countries, such as Croatia, Serbia and Bosnia-Hercegovina;

- Members agreed that after Ljubljana Seminar a new editorial project may be considered
(that is, a new ENTEP volume published under the ENTEP auspice on this specific topic and
including all papers presented at the Seminar).

ENTEP Editorial Project (Mojca, Michael & Romita - short report)
- The Coordinator reported that this project was at a very advanced stage; it was expected to
be completed next week after receiving Malgorzata Sekulowicz's article proposal
(anticipated deadline the first week of July);
- The linguistic validation process has been completed and the editing process, except the
‘Introduction’, is almost completed;
- The volume also includes a trans-national analysis produced by Alexandru Strunga, PhD
assistant at UB.
New ENTEP Coordinator
- The ENTEP group adopted the proposal to appoint Prof Mojca Peček of the University of
Ljubljana as the new ENTEP Coordinator. Starting from next week, the former Coordinator
will support and assist the new one in learning the specific aspects and tasks of this position;
- The new coordinator will overlook the process of analyzing and improving the ENTEP
procedures and also select and seek approval for new ENTEP topics and areas of interest.
New areas of interest for ENTEP future activities
- The group has agreed on launching a survey of the ENTEP new interest’s areas (this survey
will start in autumn via e-mail and will be analyzed in detail and approved during the next
meeting in Ljubljana 2015);
- As a part of the exercise the group has proposed to kindly ask Liesbeth Hens to support the
new Coordinator on developing this initiative, designing and administrating the Survey
among ENTEP members; a very important purpose of this action is to improve ENTEP
internal procedures and to propose new areas of interest in TE policies, research and
development.
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